
Ref: AISV-40th WR- 12th FEBRUARY TO 16th FEBRUARY 2024

Dear Parents

Greetings!

● Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-40th
WR- 12th FEBRUARY TO 16th FEBRUARY 2024

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe and
Discuss

Little observant eyes keenly watched and
danced to the tune of Saraswati Vandana with
their teacher.

Literacy skills Juniors revised the small letters w to z and also
pasted the pictures of the same.

Numeracy skills Little ones revised 1 to 10 numbers through
writing and counting activities and revised the
topic of few and many.

GK(picture talk) Kids enjoyed watching pictures of jungle and
farm animals.



Motor skills(fine/gross) Kids had fun imprinting flower shapes using
colouring paper & yellow colour as a part of the
celebration of Vasant Panchami.

Rhymes & Stories Munchkins revised the good food and ten little
fingers rhymes with actions.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Land Transport was revised and they were
explained the different types of Traffic lights
and their importance by playing games.

Literacy skills Little ones were revised two letters and three
letters sight words and they practised writing in
their NB.

Numeracy skills Kids were revised the topic Addition and they
practised sums in their NB.

Language smart Munchkins were introduced �यंजन ष and स they
practised the same in their NB

GK(picture talk) Toddlers were introduced Month Of The Year
and they practised writing spelling of
September to November in their NB.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Kids enjoyed doing different exercises during
their Assembly time and they also revised and
practised sums of Addition on the floor.

Rhymes & Stories Kids were revised rhyme 'My Big Blue Boat⛵'
and A little Helicopter from their TB.



UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Literacy skills Students practised drawing and writing
sentences of the concept of position words
above, below, in front of, behind and in
between along with the class test of the same
in the worksheet. They were introduced to
make different words from the word
FRIENDSHIP and wrote a few words in their
notebook. Students also practised writing sight
words with cursive writing.

Language smart (Hindi) Toddlers happily attempted the dictation test of
two, three and four letter words. They
practised writing चार वण� वाले श�द and after
vyanjans along with the अकं tracing and writing
in worksheet.

Rhymes & Stories Munchkins revised the fruit salad, soldier, sailor
and pilot, Miss Molly had a Dolly, The Farmer
plants the seeds and vegetables rhymes with
actions.

Gk(picture talk) Students revised writing of aquatic animals,
birds, animals and their homes, animals and
their babies along with the reading from green
board and textbook.

Art and Craft Kids have made flowers using colouring paper
cut outs as a part of the celebration of Vasant
Panchami.

Numeracy skills Little champs revised drawing and writing
about the concept of heavy- light, more - less,
thick - thin after observing and discussing a
few real object examples. They also revised
writing the ordinal numbers and skip count of
2s, 5s and 10s.



Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Grammar:- “Good words to know” use of
some/any/away/here/there. Comprehension-D, Maths and
English-2 done.

English Stencil:- use of a or an, oral revision and reading
practice done.

Science around us
things

Interactive activities, drawing and labelling of parts of the
plant, class test, oral revision and reading practice done.

Numeracy skill Revised numbers 1 to 100 names in the notebook as well as
orally, and kids attempted a dictation test on the same.
Mental Maths: Kids enthusiastically participated in the
revision of chapters 5, 6, and 7.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�ओ ने १ - एक से २० - बीस तक क� �गनती सीखी और चूँ चूँ चहूा
और �याऊं �ब�ल�, कु�कू मरुगा और जमैी लोमड़ी क� कहानी सनु के अ�यास
�कया । और उलट पलट क�वता का पनुरावत�न �कया ।
Hindi Lab - �गनती का पनुरावत�न �कया और हाथी म� रंग भरे।

Language Intro -
Gujarati

Rhymes, stories



Art & Craft Students enjoyed Drawing of Saraswati Maa on the occasion
of Vasant Panchmi.

Smart Tech -
Computer

1B to 1D : Kids visited the computer lab, got information
about how to use computers and did the practical of Tux
Paint using computers.

1A : Kids visited the computer lab and got information
about how to use computers. Rest practical to be done next
week.

Alphanumeric
Recap/lab

Students wrote Cursive words (Monday, Tuesday,and
Wednesday) in G.K/Cursive notebook.

Library Little champs enjoyed a storytelling and reading session on
the story “The two friends and the bear” during the library
period.

Music Kids enjoyed singing Saraswati Mata Vandana.

G.K Students wrote 8 lines on “My Country My India” in G.K
notebook.

PE Little champs learnt and do standing broad jump in their P.E
classes.

Dance Students practised dancing on the songs of Basant
panchami.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Kids were introduced to ‘Good words’
and practised Comprehension along with textual exercises.

Numeracy skills Kids revised chapter-1 through various exercises in their
notebooks.

Mental Maths- Students wrote Revision Test of Fill in the
blanks in a Rough notebook.

Science around
us

Kids revised chapter 10 and 11 with important points and
question-answers in their notebooks.

Language Smart
- Hindi

L -11 and 12 Revision done in class.

Language Intro -
Gujarati

Oral and pictorial learning: Students learnt birds names in
Gujarati.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Little kids had solved the worksheet of the textbook.



Music Kids enjoyed singing Saraswati vandana and science songs.

A & C Students drew and coloured a picture of ‘Joker’ and
‘Mickey-Minnie Mouse’ in their drawing books.

Library In the library period students enjoyed watching stories.

Dance Students practised dancing on the songs of Basant
panchami.

G.K Students wrote 10 lines on “My Country, My India” in G.K
notebook.

Life Skills Kids practised reading in the English language through
various stories.

PE Little champs learnt and do standing broad jump in their P.E
classes.

Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
subjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
iand crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer.

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3



English
Grammar

Students were given instructions on how to write answers in
supplementary exams . Solved practice paper

English
Literature

Revision of word meanings. And solved the practice paper.

Science Explained to students about upcoming science activity(A, B,
C). Ch-9 Human Body completed (sec. B/C). Ch. 9 Textual
exercise has been done(sec. A)

Mathematics Revision worksheet of Ch-10 was solved. Class test of Ch-10
Measurement was conducted.

Hindi ग�यांश �लखवाया।
Practice paper solution for YE exam

Computer Multitasking operating system completed
Solution of Practice paper for YE exam

Dance Students learned a new dance called ‘khalasi’. Also they gave
dance performances individually on the introduced song.

Library Time Students enjoyed story telling “A glass of milk” and read the
same during the library period.

Art & craft They have pasted pot shapes in their sketchbook, drawn and
coloured different flowers and leaves. They have also
completed the incomplete works.

Music Students learnt Saraswati Vandana shloka.

PE Students enjoyed and played leg cricket matches in their P.E
classes.

EPS Students were explained ‘writing short reviews’ on the Movies.
They were also shown short pocket movies for writing reviews.

Grade 4

English Literature Revision of topic - Punctuations.

Maths Revision worksheet of Ch-10 measurement was solved.
Class test of Ch-10 Measurement was conducted.

Hindi Practice paper solution started in the class.

Social Studies Chapter 11 India’s water reserve and Rivers
Textbook exercise and questions answers completed.
Practice paper solutions for YE done in the class.



Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ ઉ�રાયણ િનબધંની સમજ મેળવી તેમજ �નુરાવત�નને ભાગ�પે

�ેકટ�સ પેપર ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने �याकरण म� �यावहा�रक पदा�न , शर�र अगंा�न और ��न प� हल
�कया |

Computer Solved Practice paper of YE.

Science Solved Practice paper of YE.

Dance Students learned new dance steps 'buddhu sa man’. And
recall previous dance steps. Also students gave dance
performances individually on the introduced song.

Library Time Conducted story writing competition during library period.

Art & Craft They have done an activity - paper folding flowers. By
folding paper they have made Tulips flowers and pasted
them in their sketch book. They have drawn leaves. They
have also made a Mickey Mouse mouse on separate sheets
by drawing and colouring.

PE Students enjoyed and played leg cricket matches in their P.E
classes.They also played football matches.

Music Students learned Good Manners Song.

EPS Students were explained ‘writing short reviews’ on the
Movies. They were also shown short pocket movies for
writing reviews.

Grade 5

English Students were introduced to a new Grammar topic ‘Sentences’.
Discussed on the topics like: Statements and Questions,
Imperative Sentences and exclamatory Sentences with
examples. Textual exercises were also discussed and done in
the class.

Science The Natural Disasters chapter was completed and a practice
paper of YE discussion was done in the class.

Mathematics A new chapter of Data handling was explained to students.
Textual exercise of the same was also discussed.

Social Science Textual exercises from the chapter,’ The Temperate
Grasslands’ were discussed and done in the class.
C5A- Revision of word wise done in the class.

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �નુરાવત�નને ભાગ�પે �ેકટ�સ પેપર ક�ુ�.



Sanskrit छा�� ने �याकरण म� “सं�या,धात�ुपा�ण,कथा वण�न और अप�ठत ग�यांश “ को
समझा और अ�यास काय� �कया |

Hindi Solution of Practice paper started in the class.

Computer Students did the group activity and made the powerpoint
presentation of the generation of computers.

Music Students learned vasant panchami song.

Dance Students learned a new western dance. And recall previous
dances.

Library Time Students enjoyed one by one story telling “A glass of milk” and
explained the same with morals during the library period.

Art & Craft They have drawn warli art on a separate black sheet. They have
also drawn and coloured a sunflower 🌻 in their sketch
book.Many of them are making big paintings on separate
sheets.

P.E Students played leg cricket matches in their P.E classes.They
also played kho-kho final matches.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students were introduced with a new poem ‘O Captain! My
Captain!’. Students enhanced their grammar skills with the
topic ‘Sentences’. Textual exercise of the same was done.

Maths Section A: Completed Chapter 11- Practical geometry in
detail in the class. Students constructed angles and bisectors
using ruler, protractor and compass in the class. All the
exercises were discussed in detail.
Section B: Completed chapter 11 - Practical geometry
wherein students learnt about the construction of angles and
their bisectors using compass and a ruler.

Science Section A: Chapter Light, Shadow and Reflections was
completed in the class.
Section B: Chapter- Light Shadow and Reflections was
completed in the class.

Social Science Geography Chapter-Our Country India is completed in the
class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �हदं� �याकरण म� पनुरावत�न �कया।



Gujarati િવ�ાિથ�ઓએ સવંાદ લેખન ની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ� અને �નુરાવત�નને

ભાગ�પે �ેકટ�સ પેપર ક�ુ�.

Computer Students were engaged in group activities in the computer lab.

Sanskrit छा�� ने वा�ष�क पर��ा के अतंग�त पनुरावत�न �कया |

Dance Students learned ‘khalasi’ dance. Students performed
individually on new introduced song.

Art & Craft They have done an activity to make a Mask.They have drawn
and coloured the Chota Bhim on a cardboard.

Library time Students had issued fiction, nonfiction and subject books
during the library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played table-tennis, kabaddi and dodgeball during PE
class.

Music Students learned the Saraswati Vandana song.

Grade 7

English Students were introduced with a poem ‘Invictus’ . Students
enhanced their grammar skills with the topic ‘Sentences’.
Textual exercise of the same was done.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पा�य प�ुतक म� पाठ- "स�मान क� वापसी एवं मशीनी मानव" का
पनुरावत�न �कया।

Computer Students created different forms, tables and lists in the HTML.

Social Studies Chapter-10: Eighteenth- Century Political Formations, discussed
on the topics like- a) The Old Mughal Provinces b) The Watan
Jagirs of Rajputs. Textual exercises were also discussed in the
class.

Science Section A: Chapter Light was completed in the class.
Section B: Chapter Light was completed in the class.

Gujarati િવ�ાિથ�ઓએ સવંાદ લેખન ની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ� અને �નુરાવત�નને

ભાગ�પે �ેકટ�સ પેપર ક�ુ�.

Library Time Students had issued fiction, nonfiction and subject books during
the library period.



Sanskrit छा�� ने वा�ष�क पर��ा के अतंग�त पनुरावत�न �कया |

Maths Section A: Chapter 12 is ongoing (Ex:12.2)
Section B: Completed Chapter 12 - Congruence of Triangles,
wherein students learnt about various criterias to find whether
the triangles are congruent or not. Class Test of Ch 17 and Ch
18 was conducted.

Art & Craft Students did an activity to make a Mask. They have drawn and
coloured the Spiderman mask on cardboard and cut them out.
Many of them are making big paintings on separate sheets.

Music Students learned Hindi prayer songs.

Dance Students learned a new dance on western steps and recalled
previous dances.

PE Students played football,cricket and table-tennis during the PE
class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 8

English Students were introduced to a new grammar topic ’Sentences’.
Textual exercises were also discussed and done in the class.

Maths Completed Chapter 18 - Graphs wherein students learnt about
quadrants and plotting of the ordered pair on the graph and
interpreting the data.

Science Revision sessions for Ch 5- Coal and Petroleum and Ch 11-
Force and Pressure conducted in detail.

Computer Computer YE Practical Exam Conducted.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �हदं� �याकरण म� "श�द- भ�डार" का पनुरावत�न �कया।

Social Science
(History)

Students learned about the Civil Disobedience Movement and
Quit India Movement .

Social Science
(Civics)

Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Law and Social
Justice’ wherein they learn about the 3 key parties:
consumer, producer and worker.

Gujarati િવ�ાિથ�ઓએ સવંાદ લેખન ની સમજ મેળવી તે�ું લેખન ક�ુ�.



Sanskrit छा�� ने “�ह�लका” का अ�यास काय� �कया | वा�ष�क पर��ा के अतंग�त
पनुरावत�न �कया |

Dance Students learned dance on western steps and recalled
previous dances.

PE Students played football & cricket during the PE class.

Library Time Students had issued fiction, nonfiction and subject books
during the library period.

Art & Craft Students have coloured the lord Krishna. Few students are
making big paintings on separate sheets.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

Science- Biology
Appearing for Yearly Examination

Science- Chemistry

Science- Physics

Mathematics

Social Science

English

PE

Computer

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11- Science



Chemistry Appearing for Yearly examination

Physics

Mathematics

Biology

English

Computer

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

English Appearing for Yearly examination

Micro Economics

Computer

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

History Appearing for Yearly examination

Micro Economics

English

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.



EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

VASANT PANCHAMI CELEBRATION:

Vasant Panchami is a festival that marks the beginning of preparations for the
spring season. It is celebrated by people in various ways depending on the region.
Vasant Panchami also marks the start of preparation for Holika and Holi, which
occur forty days later. For many, Vasant Panchami is the festival dedicated to
goddess Saraswati who is the goddess of knowledge, language, music, and all arts.
She symbolises creative energy and power in all its forms, including longing and
love. The season and festival also celebrate the agricultural fields' ripening with
yellow flowers of mustard crop, which associates with goddess Saraswati’s favourite
colour.

Thus, Amicians had a special assembly as part of the Vasant Panchami celebration
and also they participated in various class activities relevant to Vasant Panchami
and the celebration gave a touch of power and energy.And we Amicians were
dressed up in shades of yellow.

FINISH THE STORY PROMPT COMPETITION: 12.02.2024 (C3 TO C5)

‘Finish the story prompt’ Competition conducted in Grades 3 to 5, provided a great
way to encourage reluctant writers to enhance student’s creativity, thinking,
communication and writing skills.

WINNERS LIST:

GRADE 1ST POSITION 2ND POSITION 3RD POSITION CONSOLATION

3A 1.Uruvela
Bhosikar

1.Vishwa Shah 1.Kartavya
Ramteke

1.Aarvi Bhatt
2.Bhargavi
Gorana

3B 1.Tanisha Shah 1.Shreyansh
Prajapati

1.Yana Gandhi 1.Naksh Rathod

3C 1.Freya 1.Rajdeep 1. Brilina Patel 1.Rohit Mahajan



Brahmkhatri Shinde

4A 1.Hritvi Patel 1.Samriddhi
Ojha

1.Tvisha Patel 1.Rayan Patel
2.Jihan Patel

4B 1.Harsh Baria 1.Reyansh
Prajapati

1.Devanshi
Charan

1.Lipi Shrivastav
2.Vivan Sharma

4C 1.Pranjavi
Chhabra

1.Raghav Mantri 1.Govind Sharma 1.Vanshika
Vaghela

5A 1.Shrinidhi
Vaghela

1.. Krishang
Thakkar

1.Vraj Shah
2. Navinya
Shirode

1.Rishit Singh
2. Daksh Rathwa

5B 1. Aarit Arya
2.Aditi Maurya

1.Kartavya
Panchal
2. Anuved
Nikhate

1. Gracy Ajudiya 1. Anvesha
Bhardwaj
2. Vanshika Patel

STAR OF THE WEEK

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star of the Week - Students’ name

Grade 1 A/B Shivanshsinh Parmar (1A) Krish Jain(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Prisha Garasia (1C) Yug Patel (1D)

Grade 2 A/B Durva Chaudhary (2A) Vahin Parmar(2B)

Grade 2 C/D Daiveek Patel (2C) Saanvi Chaudhary (2D)

Grade 3A/B/C Anaya Bhatt (3A) Riya Solanki (3-C)

Grade 4A/B/C Charmi Patel (4A) Bhavesh Choudhary (4B)

Grade 5A/B Mitisha Bhawsar(5A) Manav Desia (5B)

Grade 6A/B &
7 A/B

Harit Panjabi (6A) Dhanyam Jaiswal (7B)

Grade 8 Yerik Kashyap



NAME OF THE CHILD GRADE DATE TITLE OF THE BOOK

(IF GIFTED)

BIRTHDAYS & BOOK GIFTED

Pragyan Rajesh UKG -C 14-02-2024 If I can dream it, I can
do it


